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SPATIAL RELATIONS

EXPERIMENT 1

Prior work shows that visual search for a target defined by the
spatial relationship between its parts is highly inefficient...1, 2

Is visual search for spatial relations supported by an object-based or space-based view?
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Question:
Does this improvement stem from the target simply being a single object? Or because
the target’s components are closer together (proximity leads to stronger grouping)?
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EXPERIMENT 2

Task: Which quadrant contains the target relation?

Can separate objects yield a visual search benefit if they are perceived as a single object?
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CONCLUSIONS

Unclear whether visual attention for spatial relations is better for single objects (rather
than separate objects) because it is one object or due to closer proximity of its parts.
It is possible that performance may benefit from perceiving
separate objects as a single object, and may improve with
stronger occlusion cues.
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However, additional space between
dashes does not degrade visual
search efficiency at all - all stimuli
may be perceived as single objects
with the addition of vertical bar,
unlike prior stimuli.3
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Additional space between bars
does not further degrade visual
search efficiency, supporting an
object-based view.
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Occluders slightly improve overall
search performance (p = 0.088).
However, the single-object benefit
did not replicate, supporting a
space-based view.

Possible Occlusion Cue
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